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AUTUMN GEM IBOOK
autumn-gem.com/ipad
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BIOS
Rae Chang
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Artist and Graphic Designer
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Stanford - Beat Cal!
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WHO IS QIU JIN?
3
With all my heart I beseech 
and beg my two hundred 
million female compatriots to 
assume their responsibility as 
citizens.  Arise!  Arise!   
Chinese women, arise!
                   - Qiu Jin
余願嘔心滴血以拜求之，
祈余二萬萬女同胞無負此
國民責任也。
速振！速振！女界其速振！
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 -秋瑾
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HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND
Late 19th century China
Wars and conflicts with 
foreign nations
Qing Dynasty on the 
verge of collapse
Traditional society seen 
as detrimental
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WOMEN’S STATUS
Physical oppression
Domestic confinement
Lack of education/
economic opportunities
Late 19th century China
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WOMEN’S MOVEMENT
Shanghai Patriotic Girls School 1902
愛國女學校
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WOMEN’S MOVEMENT
秋瑾
QIU JIN
(1875 - 1907)
Women’s Rights 
Leader and Political 
Revolutionary
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REVOLUTIONARY
MARTYR
Qiu Jin Monument, Shaoxing, China
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NATIONAL HEROINE
Qiu Jin Monument, West Lake, Hangzhou
秋瑾墓	 杭州西湖
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MAKING THE FILM
12
CHINA
FEBRUARY-MARCH 2008
13
QIU JIN MUSEUM
SHAOXING, CHINA
14
PRODUCTION
MARCH-JUNE 2008
15
LI JING, ACTRESS
http://wushuactionstar.com
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PRODUCTION
MARCH-JUNE 2008
17
SET BUILDING
ADAM & RAE’S GARAGE
18
POST-PRODUCTION
JULY 2008 - MARCH 2009
19
SCREENING
AUTUMN GEM
20
120+ SCREENINGS
21
SCREENINGS
Stanford University, 2009
22
SCREENINGS
Richmond City Council Chambers, Canada 2010
23
SCREENINGS
Torrance Public Library, California 2011
24
DVD
$20 Personal Use
$175 Institutional 
Version with Study 
Guide for educators, 
libraries, and 
organizations.
http://autumn-gem.com/buy/
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STUDY GUIDE
26
IPAD TEXTBOOK
27
WOMEN?? EXHIBIT
San Francisco 
Chinese Culture Center 
exhibit exploring
feminist and gender 
identity in China
September 15 – 
November 30, 2012
autumn-gem.com/ipad
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WOMEN’S HISTORY IN 
THE DIGITAL WORLD
autumn-gem.com/ipad
AUTUMN GEM iBook 
is available to purchase 
for $4.99 from Apple’s 
iBookstore.
Click here for more info 
and a free preview
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